NOTES:
2. See Standard Drawings E 610-DRIV-10 for Sections A-A, B-B and C-C.
3. See Standard Drawings E 610-DRIV-09 for Section P-P.

LEGEND
- HMA for Approaches: 165#/yd HMA Surface Type B on 754#/yd HMA Intermediate Type B on 880#/yd HMA base, Type B on subgrade treatment Type IIIA or PCCP for Approaches, 9", on subgrade treatment Type IIIA
- The greater thickness of either the drive or the paved shoulder section.
- Plan shoulder section.
- For type and thickness equivalent to surface in place, see plans.

PLAN VIEW
(PAVED SHOULDER 8'-0" FEET OR GREATER IN WIDTH)

PLAN VIEW
(PAVED SHOULDER LESS THAN 8'-0" IN WIDTH OR UNPAVED SHOULDER)